REVIVE & RECONNECT
6 - 30

HALF/FULL DAY

INDOOR & OUTDOOR

Working from home has seriously impacted team dynamics and working relationships, threatening
employee mental health and overall productivity. Unfortunately we don’t know how long we will be
encouraged to work from home and therefore we have created a package that will help to revive and
reconnect your socially distanced team, increasing employee satisfaction and boosting production.

Boosts & Benefits
Boosting employee
satisfaction
Encouraging efficiency
Changing attitudes
Improving online
communication
Building relationships

We believe very strongly that genuine face to face time and social interactions are irreplaceable when it
comes to building team cohesion and motivating employees. We have designed a safe, informative and
inclusive day allowing groups of up to 30 individuals to meet in person. This will allow participants to
rebuild work place bonds through a series of thought provoking exercises, emotionally reconnect
through physical social interactions and allow time for face to face meetings for those things that are
better said in person.
Our facilitators will guide groups through a series of activities, specifically focused around positive
online communication, rebuilding relationships and coming together. These activities include:
• The Perpetrator

• Office Politics

• Where The Truth Lies

This package complies with the latest government guidance, putting individuals safety and social
distancing measures at the forefront, ensuring that colleagues can reconnect in a safe space.

TOGETHER WITH VISION
6 - 30

HALF/FULL DAY

INDOOR

Communication between colleagues is now more vital than ever, whether you are communicating over
the phone, via video calls or even if you have been lucky enough to venture back into the office. Vision
can help you improve your working relationships with colleagues, gaining a deeper understanding of
their needs and getting the most out of every interaction.

Boosts & Benefits
Understanding ourselves &
others
Encouraging efficiency
Changing attitudes
Improving communication
Building relationships

All of our Vision Profiling workshops can be tailored to meet your team’s specific needs. Each delegate
will take part in a 15 minute online exercise before the workshop takes place, this produces their
unique profile document. Vision profiles provide individuals with a detailed understanding of their
working style, how their behavior impacts on others and how to identify their personality traits in order
to improve their effectiveness in both action and communication. To reinforce the learning, we
facilitate tasks as practical examples to highlight particular personality preferences.
Our working lives are based around perceptions. We are often in the same situation as our colleagues
and yet still manage to disagree. The key to effective communication and team work is to recognise,
value and work with differences in ourselves and in others.
This package complies with the latest government guidance, putting individuals safety and social
distancing measures at the forefront, ensuring that colleagues can reconnect in a safe space.

COVID-19 RESPONSE MEASURES
The following measures apply to activity offerings during this period:
We’ve amended the rules and briefing instructions
for all activities, ensuring current safe social
distancing guidelines can be maintained at all times –
we’ve even altered our equipment where necessary
to allow for the extra distance

Everybody attending the event will be temperature
checked as well as undergoing a strict H&S briefing
to ensure they understand the measures we’re taking
and what is required of them

Hand sanitising stations and signage throughout the
activity area

Helpful signage to be displayed at regular intervals
to keep the safe guarding measures fresh in people’s
minds at all times

Gloves and face masks can be provided to all
delegates while participating in supporting activities

All equipment and materials used will be sanitised &
cleaned prior to arrival and then again on site

All staff are required to wear suitable PPE where
possible and follow the same rules at all times

The following measures apply to our hotel during this period:
All members of staff interacting with guests will have
either a face cover and glove options or various screens
will be installed to assist with the social distancing rules
One way system and floor signage will be displayed
throughout the venue ensuring safe distance is
maintained
Venue and facilities are cleaned and sanitised with the
latest COVID-19 hospital grade chemicals
30 point enhanced cleaning check list

Food safety policy and menu development will embrace
social distancing rules
Dedicated duty manager trained in our ‘safe stay’ policy
will be available 24/7 for help and advise
Guests are required to wear a face covering in all public
areas of the hotel
All of our team members will be temperature checked
prior to commencing work to ensure a safe
environment for all

To find out more information about the precautions being taken in all packages and throughout the hotel, please email
welcome@coppidbeech.com or call +44 (0) 1344 303 333

To find out more, please contact the events team:
+44 (0) 1344 303 333
sales@coppidbeech.com

